The water cycle is the most essential supporting physical mechanism ensuring the existence of life on Earth. Its components encompass the atmosphere, land, and oceans. The cycle is composed of evaporation, evapotranspiration, sublimation, water vapor transport, condensation, precipitation, runoff, infiltration and percolation, groundwater flow, and plant uptake. For a correct closure of the global water cycle, observations are needed of all these processes with a global perspective. In particular, precipitation requires continuous monitoring, as it is the most important component of the cycle, especially under changing climatic conditions. Passive and active sensors on board meteorological and environmental satellites now make reasonably complete data available that allow better measurements of precipitation to be made from space, in order to improve our understanding of the cycle's acceleration/deceleration under current and projected climate conditions. The article aims to draw an up-to-date picture of the current status of observations of precipitation from space, with an outlook to the near future of the satellite constellation, modeling applications, and water resource management.
Introduction
The common description of the water cycle, or hydrological cycle, as consisting of evaporation, condensation, and precipitation is too simple to account for the high degree of complexity of the involved phenomena. Several physical processes contribute significantly to determining the final balance (or local imbalance), such as water vapor transport, sublimation, surface runoff, soil moisture, infiltration, percolation, plant uptake, and groundwater flow [1] [2] [3] , as detailed in Figure 1 . Moreover, evaporation happens not only from the surface of water bodies, but also from clouds and falling precipitation. However, another element is completely overlooked in this description: human influence, a key factor which is imposing a change of perspective if we want to quantify water cycle changes in the changing climate of the Anthropocene age [4] .
The processes behind the land-atmosphere-ocean system are strictly interconnected so that changes in one will induce changes on, and feedback from, the others [5] . The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) aims to quantify changes due to human and/or natural causes. Such a quantification is very complex and calls for adequate observations and modeling, since a complete and satisfactory appraisal of climate change cannot be reached without an in depth understanding of climate variability, which has not yet been comprehensively achieved in spite of the substantial progress made over the past few decades. Global climate drivers have a direct or indirect influence on the balance between incoming solar shortwave radiation (SWR) and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR). Thus, a correct understanding of global climate changes cannot be attained without knowing how energy is distributed and exchanged in the Earth's atmosphere, ocean, land, and snow surfaces [6, 7] . Clouds and precipitation, along with water vapor mass exchanges, play a substantial role in climate variability, at both the global and regional levels. They influence not only climate, but also weather at all scales, and determine water availability. The temporal scales from weather to climate change processes are very wide and encompass a variety of phenomena that are outlined in Figure  2 . Aerosol particles released by human activities can also induce the formation of brighter clouds that are less efficient at releasing precipitation, thus leading to a weaker hydrological cycle [9] .
Vegetation cover is significantly associated with the partitioning of the water balance. Changes in forest coverage (especially in the tropics) can have short-and long-term effects on this partitioning [10, 11] . It seems that shifts from forest to savannah due to decreasing precipitation in the future are more likely to occur in regions with a precursory lower rainfall variability [12] . Moreover, the impacts of forests and forestation on hydrological services are now being recognized as fundamental in areas prone to erosion and floods, as well as those in need of adequate water supply management [13] . Forest and water interactions are now recognized as having potentially positive impacts on the supply and purity of available water resources, on the cross-continental transport of atmospheric moisture, on the cooling of terrestrial surfaces, on infiltration and groundwater recharge, on flood moderation, and on many other processes [14, 15] . Terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems are influenced by, and influence, climate in many ways; thus climate change mechanisms may impact ecosystem biodiversity, structure, and function [16] . Note also that the global water cycle may also have played a critical role in the Earth's history by circulating surface water into the deep mantle and back to the surface again [17] . Clouds and precipitation, along with water vapor mass exchanges, play a substantial role in climate variability, at both the global and regional levels. They influence not only climate, but also weather at all scales, and determine water availability. The temporal scales from weather to climate change processes are very wide and encompass a variety of phenomena that are outlined in Figure 2 . Aerosol particles released by human activities can also induce the formation of brighter clouds that are less efficient at releasing precipitation, thus leading to a weaker hydrological cycle [9] .
Vegetation cover is significantly associated with the partitioning of the water balance. Changes in forest coverage (especially in the tropics) can have short-and long-term effects on this partitioning [10, 11] . It seems that shifts from forest to savannah due to decreasing precipitation in the future are more likely to occur in regions with a precursory lower rainfall variability [12] . Moreover, the impacts of forests and forestation on hydrological services are now being recognized as fundamental in areas prone to erosion and floods, as well as those in need of adequate water supply management [13] . Forest and water interactions are now recognized as having potentially positive impacts on the supply and purity of available water resources, on the cross-continental transport of atmospheric moisture, on the cooling of terrestrial surfaces, on infiltration and groundwater recharge, on flood moderation, and on many other processes [14, 15] . Terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems are influenced by, and influence, climate in many ways; thus climate change mechanisms may impact ecosystem biodiversity, structure, and function [16] . Note also that the global water cycle may also have played a critical role in the Earth's history by circulating surface water into the deep mantle and back to the surface again [17] . A redesign of the water planetary boundary is essential if we are to consider how climate and living ecosystems respond to changes in the different forms of water on Earth: atmospheric water, soil moisture, groundwater and frozen water, and surface water [18] . The water cycle is, in reality, a human-water-coupled system, and thus, hydrology is increasingly forced to deal with sociohydrological emergent issues [19] across different scales and places if it is to devise tools with which to predict the future trajectories of system behavior under changing hydroclimatic and/or socioeconomic conditions [20] . This includes the virtual water concept which was brought about by the globalization of agriculture and trade [21] and the exploitation of the intimate connections between ecohydrological processes and water-related ecosystem services [22] . Recent studies have demonstrated that humans modify the global water cycle, creating a water crisis for billions of individuals and many ecosystems worldwide [4, 23] . However, such an influence is mostly absent from current depictions and perceptions.
Major challenges are associated with gathering sufficient knowledge of ecological systems for the identification of extreme ecological responses and the attribution of climate extremes as drivers of extreme ecological responses, defined as extreme climatic events (ECE) [24] . Consequently, modern hydrology is undergoing profound changes, becoming an Earth system science and adopting new holistic approaches, as opposed to the physical, fluid mechanics-based approaches of the past [25] . In fact, as Abbott et al. [4] point out, the fluid dynamics perspective of hydrological sciences adopted till now has generated great understanding, but has failed to protect ecosystems. Hydrological, geomorphological, ecological, and pedological processes, each operating at a different rate, are progressively more investigated to reach this goal. New questions are asked about the urban part of the water cycle [26] and about the role of vegetated land cover and associated ecohydrological processes in moderating the so-called urban dry island and maintaining a stable environment while planning massive urbanization [27] . These issues challenge our modeling capabilities, in view of using model outputs as decision-making tools [28] .
Better observations and models are thus required to quantify the water cycle components and determine their changes, in particular accelerations and decelerations at the global and regional scales. In other words, improved observations, models, and data assimilation systems will help to close the scientific gaps in the understanding of water storage in the climate system, fluxes, and spatial-temporal variability [29] , and will lead the way to improved hydrological predictions [30] . A redesign of the water planetary boundary is essential if we are to consider how climate and living ecosystems respond to changes in the different forms of water on Earth: atmospheric water, soil moisture, groundwater and frozen water, and surface water [18] . The water cycle is, in reality, a human-water-coupled system, and thus, hydrology is increasingly forced to deal with socio-hydrological emergent issues [19] across different scales and places if it is to devise tools with which to predict the future trajectories of system behavior under changing hydroclimatic and/or socioeconomic conditions [20] . This includes the virtual water concept which was brought about by the globalization of agriculture and trade [21] and the exploitation of the intimate connections between ecohydrological processes and water-related ecosystem services [22] . Recent studies have demonstrated that humans modify the global water cycle, creating a water crisis for billions of individuals and many ecosystems worldwide [4, 23] . However, such an influence is mostly absent from current depictions and perceptions.
Better observations and models are thus required to quantify the water cycle components and determine their changes, in particular accelerations and decelerations at the global and regional scales. In other words, improved observations, models, and data assimilation systems will help to close the scientific gaps in the understanding of water storage in the climate system, fluxes, and spatial-temporal variability [29] , and will lead the way to improved hydrological predictions [30] . Modern sensors on satellite platforms are capable of observing some of the components of the water cycle, offering, for the first time, a quantitative picture of the mechanisms that are interlaced and often very complex in nature. Precipitation is one of the climate variables that greatly benefits from satellite observations. It is a fundamental component of the water cycle, and its intensity, duration, frequency, and phase are equally important as the total amounts [31, 32] . The response of precipitation characteristics to global warming is a key research topic because of its influence on stress, due to an increase in dry and wet extremes and changes in interannual variability, with consequences on predictability of precipitation events [33] . A better understanding of this response will, in turn, provide feedback to the fundamental behavior of precipitation, especially in the tropics [34] , and will help confirm the thermodynamic and dynamic mechanisms for the intensification of the hydrological cycle, which has been suggested by the models [35] .
A review of the current status of the remote sensing of precipitation is presented in this paper; it seeks to identify some of the most obvious gaps in view of future satellite missions. Section 2 presents an overview of observations and modeling of the water cycle. Section 3 deals with satellite observations of precipitation. Prominent applications are described in Section 4, and future directions are summarized in Section 5.
The Water Cycle
Taking a land surface water balance perspective, the cycle can be described as
where P is precipitation, E evapotranspiration, Q runoff, and S total storage (e.g., over a river basin). In reality, Q is a composite term, with the most important components being snow water equivalent, soil moisture, surface water (lakes, wetlands, reservoirs, rivers), and groundwater, with a separate mention to glaciers and ice sheets. This simple model tells us that the atmospheric moisture divergence is mostly compensated for by evapotranspiration and precipitation, since changes in atmospheric moisture storage are small. At the surface, P − E is balanced by surface and sub-surface runoff and changes in soil moisture and groundwater. Estimates of the global water budget and of its annual cycle using observations and model data are available in the literature [1] [2] [3] 36, 37] , and an evaluation based on the recent climatology of the Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC) is shown in Figure 3 . Note the dominant role played by precipitation over land, but especially over oceans. Modern sensors on satellite platforms are capable of observing some of the components of the water cycle, offering, for the first time, a quantitative picture of the mechanisms that are interlaced and often very complex in nature. Precipitation is one of the climate variables that greatly benefits from satellite observations. It is a fundamental component of the water cycle, and its intensity, duration, frequency, and phase are equally important as the total amounts [31, 32] . The response of precipitation characteristics to global warming is a key research topic because of its influence on stress, due to an increase in dry and wet extremes and changes in interannual variability, with consequences on predictability of precipitation events [33] . A better understanding of this response will, in turn, provide feedback to the fundamental behavior of precipitation, especially in the tropics [34] , and will help confirm the thermodynamic and dynamic mechanisms for the intensification of the hydrological cycle, which has been suggested by the models [35] .
A review of the current status of the remote sensing of precipitation is presented in this paper; it seeks to identify some of the most obvious gaps in view of future satellite missions. Section 2 presents an overview of observations and modeling of the water cycle. Section 3 deals with satellite observations of precipitation. Prominent applications are described in Section 4, and future directions are summarized in Section 5. 
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Observations
The investigation of the various climate processes requires the implementation and maintenance of a complex observation system with ground, airborne, and spaceborne components ( Figure 4 ). Most of the sensors are already in place for meteorology, hydrology, and climatology, as documented by the Observing Systems Capability Analysis and Review (OSCAR, https://www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/, last accessed 27 May 2019) tool of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), which defines the requirements for the observation of physical variables. The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS, https://gcos.wmo.int/en/home, last accessed 21 August 2019) maintains the definitions and observation needs [38] of the Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) required to systematically observe the Earth's changing climate. Ground-based observations produce datasets for estimates of changes in the hydrological cycle and for deriving trends [39] , but this happens only in limited areas of the world, where the observing networks are dense enough and ensure adequate quality standards. Estimates of the global water budget and of its annual cycle using observations and model data are available in the literature [1] [2] [3] 36, 37] , and an evaluation based on the recent climatology of the Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC) is shown in Figure 3 . Note the dominant role played by precipitation over land, but especially over oceans.
The investigation of the various climate processes requires the implementation and maintenance of a complex observation system with ground, airborne, and spaceborne components ( Figure 4 ). Most of the sensors are already in place for meteorology, hydrology, and climatology, as documented by the Observing Systems Capability Analysis and Review (OSCAR, https://www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/, last accessed 27 May 2019) tool of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), which defines the requirements for the observation of physical variables. The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS, https://gcos.wmo.int/en/home, last accessed 21 August 2019) maintains the definitions and observation needs [38] of the Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) required to systematically observe the Earth's changing climate. Ground-based observations produce datasets for estimates of changes in the hydrological cycle and for deriving trends [39] , but this happens only in limited areas of the world, where the observing networks are dense enough and ensure adequate quality standards. In recent years, advances have taken place in our observational capabilities, especially in the remote sensing area, providing unprecedented contributions to advancing our understanding of the global hydrological cycle [40] [41] [42] . Moreover, initiatives and working groups have been established to take advantage of new observation technologies and to devise new observation methods with which to monitor the hydrological cycle [43, 44] . While recognizing the limitations of current satellite observations, especially related to the validation and long-term stability of the datasets, there is general consensus on the need to maintain and improve our space-borne observational capabilities in view of quantifying the human influence on the water cycle [45, 46] . In fact, recognition of the global In recent years, advances have taken place in our observational capabilities, especially in the remote sensing area, providing unprecedented contributions to advancing our understanding of the global hydrological cycle [40] [41] [42] . Moreover, initiatives and working groups have been established to take advantage of new observation technologies and to devise new observation methods with which to monitor the hydrological cycle [43, 44] . While recognizing the limitations of current satellite observations, especially related to the validation and long-term stability of the datasets, there is general consensus on the need to maintain and improve our space-borne observational capabilities in view of quantifying the human influence on the water cycle [45, 46] . In fact, recognition of the global nature of the water system comes with the awareness that human activities significantly and increasingly change the nature of the water cycle, thus threatening human health, economies, and biodiversity [47] . Note also that the hydrological cycle is potentially constrained by the carbon cycle and vice versa, and multiple observation sources can be used to constrain land surface models in order to mitigate bias from any single data type [48] .
Closure experiments have been attempted, and are starting to produce convincing results based on satellite data [49] [50] [51] , although closure has not yet been attained using satellite data alone. Rodell et al. [52] show that, in the majority of cases, the observed annual surface and atmospheric water budgets over the continents and oceans close with much less than a 10% residual, while observed residuals and optimized uncertainty estimates are considerably larger for monthly surface and atmospheric water budget closure, i.e., often ≥20% in North America, Eurasia, Australia and neighboring islands, and the Arctic and South Atlantic Oceans. Efforts to improve models integrating ground-based and remote sensing observations are critical to understand the behavior of the Earth system at the surface and sub-surface levels [53] [54] [55] . In this respect, it is essential that we fill observational gaps (e.g., due to the loss or replacement of satellite platforms) and discontinuities in the data records [49] .
In particular, satellite observations are expected to significantly help in closing the water cycle in climatic hot spots where ground-based data are generally sparse. The following three examples are very significant.
• Mediterranean basin. In depth studies would be beneficial for filling the gaps in our understanding of the common characteristics of Mediterranean-type climates around the world and their variability and change [56] . Specifically, observational datasets [49, 50] are providing new insights on long-term changes in the Mediterranean basin, in support of model projections predicting increasing temperatures and decreasing evapotranspiration and precipitation over the region by the middle of this century [57, 58] . The most recent datasets are contributing to addressing the contribution of the Mediterranean Sea to climatological precipitation on one side, and extreme precipitation on the other [59] . • Arctic. Gaps in observations are particularly evident in the Arctic, where rapid changes in the hydrological cycle challenge our process understanding. Observations show that runoff is systematically larger (smaller) than precipitation increases (decreases), and thus, that quality observations need to resolve changes in evapotranspiration, and groundwater and permafrost storage [60] . Enhanced process understanding and modeling capabilities are starting to be able to better quantify the role of the atmosphere in the Arctic water cycle changes [61] . Uncertainties are still high in the determination of the large-scale freshwater cycle because of the sparseness of hydrographic data and insufficient information on sea-ice volume [62] , as well as inadequate monitoring of precipitation, evapotranspiration, and river discharge fluxes [60, 63] . Coordinated efforts in monitoring, modeling, and process studies on various scales are thus desirable at the interface between hydrology, atmosphere, ecology, resources, and oceans [64] . • High mountains. The melting of glaciers, and consequent intensification of the water cycle with greening ecosystems and increasing frequency of hazards, is closely linked to recent warming, especially over the Asian Third Pole, requiring investigations of every major component in the system, especially through improved observations [65] . Recent research efforts have attempted to evaluate the uncertainty of terrestrial water budget components over High Mountain Asia, which is significantly impacted by the uncertainty on the driving meteorology [66] , and is of the utmost importance for the assimilation of the frozen components in land surface models [67] .
Exploring water cycle mechanisms through remote sensing prompts us to take up the challenges presented by water resource management for sustainable development in areas with sparse in situ monitoring networks. Unprecedented opportunities are now available thanks to satellite-based services, although issues need to be addressed concerning accuracy, sampling, and continuity, together with the massive amount of new data [68] . Along with opportunities, the use of high-resolution satellite remote Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2301 7 of 41 sensing data brings possible privacy concerns at the individual, institutional, and disciplinary levels that need adequate consideration [69] .
The prevalence of the application of remote sensing to the study of water processes has increased substantially in recent times: Cui et al. [70] showed that the number of publications on this subject rose at an average of about 16% per year over the past 19 years. This means that most of the disciplines in this highly interdisciplinary field have strongly augmented their interest in remote sensing, from water resources to environmental science, geology, engineering, ecology, and agriculture. A vast amount of data has become available, opening de facto a new era of treating big data for the global water cycle: retrievals, time and space reconstruction, and scale conversion are foremost science topics that will contribute to advancing global hydrology and water security [71] .
Modeling the Processes
It is essential to obtain robust and physically sound figures of the response of the water cycle to atmospheric warming. Accurate modeling is fundamental to disentangling the effects of radiative forcing by greenhouse gases on the water cycle components on the regional and global levels [37] . In particular, attention is to be paid to local changes in precipitation and its extremes that depend upon small changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation, as well as regional feedback mechanisms. Allan et al. [72] argue that climate modeling may have insufficient predictive capabilities to determine such responses at the scale required by impact models. This calls for the determination of robust, large-scale responses in the hydrological cycle across models [73] , which is still not satisfactory, especially regarding the representation of clouds and microphysical processes, rainfall variability, and the influence of land-atmosphere coupling on rainfall patterns and their variability [74] [75] [76] . An increase in model spatial resolution, encouraged by enhanced computer power, would seem to be a reasonable way forward, but a recent study [77] showed that a straightforward resolution increase in global hydrological models is most likely not the best solution to improve discharge predictions, thus emphasizing the role of a better representation of processes and of improved parameterizations.
An acceleration of the water cycle is generally predicted by all models, but not enough is known of the physical mechanisms behind the phenomenon [78] . Precipitation does not tell the whole story of hydrological changes; in particular, it may obscure the fact that in a warmer world, more precipitation will lead to regions getting more rain, but others not getting enough to keep pace with the growing evaporative demand [79] . The use of drought indices has recently produced contradictory results concerning model outputs predicting that dry regions will become drier and wet regions wetter (the DDWW paradigm), showing that DDWW theory is more useful when only precipitation is considered, while proving less conclusive when also evapotranspiration and soil conditions are integrated [80] .
Soil moisture memory seems to be large enough so that Diermeyer et al. [81] suggest that the real-time monitoring and accurate model initialization of land surfaces in forecast models could help improving medium-range weather and sub-seasonal climate forecasts. At the same time, surface ocean salinity observations have shown that the water cycle has amplified at less than the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) rate following recent global warming, thus adding confidence to projections of the total water cycle change under greenhouse gases emission scenarios [82] .
In this perspective, high-resolution estimates of the terrestrial water and energy storages are necessary to overcome the lack of reliable land-surface fields available globally and in near-real time. This requires the integration of data from advanced observing systems [83] and modeling community efforts, as in the case of the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) [84] , in order to make sense of the large amount of observation data which is available nowadays [85, 86] .
All authors point out several key limitations in the quantitative appraisal due to unrealistic model results and incomplete and unsatisfactory global observational datasets. However, the combination of ground-based and remote sensing data is considered a way to reduce sampling issues, both in space and, progressively, in time [1] . Note also that significant uncertainties are associated with
Satellite Measurement of Precipitation
A general improvement of the observational capabilities for the constant monitoring of precipitation will substantially contribute to the investigation of climate change processes. Measuring precipitation from space has been a key application of passive remote sensing since the early days of satellite meteorology in the 1960s.
Several review articles deal with satellite precipitation measurements on various levels and from different perspectives [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] . Science principles, algorithms, initial validation efforts, and new missions were described in Levizzani et al. [98] . A new comprehensive presentation of the state of the art of satellite precipitation measurements is now being published, describing the status of observations and satellite programs, retrieval techniques, algorithms and sensors, and validation programs worldwide, as well as the observed characteristics of precipitation processes, and applications that have recently developed from the wealth of satellite precipitation products [99] . The evolution of satellite observational capabilities in recent times is shown in Figure 5 . Hereafter, science and technology advancements and critical aspects of the available products are discussed. The need for measuring precipitation from space stems from a few key considerations: The need for measuring precipitation from space stems from a few key considerations: Oceans are not fully covered, apart from scattered ship observations, buoys, and radars on small islands which have been made available through the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS, [104] ), the Global Summary of the Day (GSOD, [105] ), the Pacific Rainfall Database (PACRAIN, [106, 107] ), and ship-based measurement campaigns, such as the Ocean Rain And Ice-phase precipitation measurement Network (OceanRAIN, [108] ).
Science and Technology Advances

Synergy of Sensors for Precipitation Estimates
"Measuring" precipitation from space is an indirect process that aims at retrieving precipitation from the passive or active remote sensing of radiation in a cloudy atmosphere. The scientific community has come a long way since the early estimates only from cloud top temperature thermal IR measurements linked to precipitation through cold cloud duration algorithms, or simply by linking temperature/height and precipitation potential. The launch of passive microwave (PMW) sensors in the 1980s brought the necessary information from within the cloud, as opposed to merely the cloud top. However, it was only in 1997, with the launch of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) [109] with the first Precipitation Radar (PR), that active measurements introduced more direct information on the precipitation formation in clouds, providing a 3D description of the precipitation field. The PR demonstrated that cloud horizontal and vertical structure sensing is necessary to improve our ability to measure precipitation at the local and global levels through the use of passive and active microwave (MW) sensors. TRMM was followed by CloudSat in 2006 [110] , and the by the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission in 2014, with the new Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) [111] .
The introduction of cloud and precipitation radars in space has opened the way to correcting errors deriving from the misidentification of cloudy and precipitating scenes on the one hand, and from the sensitivity of the radiative transfer model to cloud parameters on the other. Validation studies conducted over several decades have demonstrated that problems still arise in comparing satellite-derived precipitation products against those of ground radars when assessing their ability to represent the spatial variability of rainfall and precipitation intensity (e.g., [112] ); differences in precipitation schemes and observation geometry are the basic reasons for this, and the advent of cloud radars and precipitation radars in space is narrowing the gap.
Nevertheless, significant problems are inherent to maintaining the actual constellation of PMW sensors in orbit [113] , which is expensive and is affected by calibration problems between different instruments, or even between sensors of the same category. The radar constellation (two radars are in orbit at the time of writing) is rapidly evolving, and future missions hosting clouds and precipitation radars such as the Earth Clouds, Aerosol, and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE, [114] ) are planned. Doppler radar technology is not yet available in space, and this is the gap that the proposed Wind Velocity Radar Nephoscope (WIVERN, [115] ) mission wants to fill, in order to provide global measurements of in-cloud winds using the Doppler-shifted radar returns from hydrometeors. At the same time, the continuous development of an observing strategy for precipitation is part of a wider strategy for maintaining the global constellation of "conventional" operational meteorological satellites through the combined efforts of governments, research institutions, and industry [116] .
Precipitation Products
The quantitative investigation of the water cycle requires global precipitation products at the appropriate time scales. Several products are available and are used for global and regional studies and for the comparison/evaluation of model output. Since the TRMM era, global precipitation estimates from satellite have become more quantitative, thus filling gaps, especially in the tropics. Most datasets are nowadays gauge-corrected to ensure the necessary calibration; the most used for climate studies is the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP, [117] ) dataset, which is the longest satellite precipitation record (40 years) based on IR and MW data. Mean values, variations, and trends during the satellite era have been computed from this dataset [118] . Global IR-based datasets cover reasonably long time spans, such as the Climate Hazards Center's Infrared Precipitation with Stations (CHIRPS, [119] ) and the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP, [120] ). Among the merged IR/MW or MW-only products, it's worth noting the Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN, [121] ), the CPC MORPHing technique (CMORPH, [122] ), and the Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP, [123] ). Africa has always been an important target of precipitation estimation, given its relatively poor gauge and radar coverage; the same is true for the tropics, given their importance for global precipitation. Datasets over Africa include the Tropical Applications of Meteorology using SATellite data and ground-based observations (TAMSAT, [124] ), the Africa Rainfall Climatology 2.0 (ARC2, [125] ), and the Tropical Amount of Rainfall with Estimation of ERrors (TAPEER, [126] ). The launch of GPM has initiated a community effort to transition from the TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA, [127] ) to the Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG, [128] ).
More recently, the idea emerged to take full advantage of the complementary nature of gauge, radar, satellite, and reanalysis data. The Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble Precipitation (MSWEP) merges gauges, satellite, and reanalysis data. It is now available at 0.25 • [129] and 0.1 • [130] spatial resolution, and is widely used for water cycle closure experiments. Another experimental merged dataset has been developed over China at 1-km resolution, and is based on high-density gauge observations, high-resolution weather radar quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE), and seamless satellite-based precipitation estimates [131] .
Smallsat Sensor Constellations
The debate on how to qualitatively and quantitatively improve global precipitation monitoring is not confined to merely maintaining the present constellation in orbit. The number of PMW sensors is obviously a prerequisite for ensuring the necessary continuity of products in the future. However, costs are high, and the spatio-temporal coverage is hindered by the continual loss of spacecrafts due to aging. Thus, the community is at work to look beyond the GPM constellation which is now in orbit. In particular, the increasing miniaturization of sensors makes it possible to design satellite constellations at a fraction of the current cost of large satellites, and where any single member can easily be replaced when necessary. Moreover, the frequent sampling of the new sensor constellations is fundamental for better dynamic and thermodynamic characterization of precipitating clouds [132] . Smallsats and CubeSats are among the alternatives being explored with different payloads.
The Time-Resolved Observations of Precipitation structure and storm Intensity with a Constellation of Smallsats (TROPICS, [133] ) mission was recently selected by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), as part of the Earth Venture-Instrument (EVI-3) program. All-weather observations of 3D temperature and humidity, as well as cloud ice and precipitation at high temporal resolution (median refresh time better than 60 min) for investigating tropical cyclones, are the goals of the mission. The proposed Temporal Experiment for Storms and Tropical Systems (TEMPEST, [134] ) mission consists of five 6U-Class nanosatellites observing at five millimeter-wave frequencies with a 5-min temporal sampling to observe the time evolution of clouds and the formation of precipitation.
The smallsats concept for precipitation monitoring is not only limited to PMW radiometers; the excellent performance of clouds and precipitation radars in space has initiated studies on low-cost, quick-turnaround platforms. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Ka-band RainCube [135] smallsat now in orbit is based on a half-meter parabolic antenna, and has already met all requirements through repeated observations of precipitation.
Evolution of Heritage Missions
Heritage missions will continue weather and climate monitoring from geostationary (GEO) and low Earth Orbit (LEO). GEO visible/infrared (VIS/IR) new sensors at very high spatial and temporal resolution are now enhancing the observational capabilities of clouds and precipitation systems [136] [137] [138] . The development of PMW sensors for GEO satellites has been ongoing for more than a decade [139] , but the concept seems at the moment to have been superseded by the smallsat constellations. However, it may come back in the near future, as some countries are continuing feasibility studies.
LEO PMW missions are also evolving by adding additional high-frequency channels, especially for the observation of ice clouds [140] . The European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) and the European Space Agency (ESA) will soon launch the EUMETSAT Polar System-Second Generation (EPS-SG) satellite, which will host the Ice Cloud Imager (ICI) with frequencies from 183 to 664 GHz. ICI will observe cirrus clouds, cloud ice water path, cloud ice effective radius, and cloud altitude, while at the same time providing vertical humidity profiles and vertical profiles of hydrometeors (cloud ice, graupel and snow), as well as water vapor. One more effort aimed at covering high latitude water cycle components is currently being undertaken by the European Union (EU) with its Copernicus Imaging Microwave Radiometry (CIMR, [141] ), designed for monitoring the rapidly-changing Arctic environment; the sensor will also contribute to the existing constellation for precipitation measurement.
International organizations such as GCOS and the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS; https://www.goosocean.org, last accessed 7 August 2019) have developed approaches to help coordinate existing efforts and the planning of future systems, but they lack the authority and funding necessary to establish and manage an observing system at the global scale. The Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS, https://www.cgms-info.org/index_.php/cgms/index, last accessed 7 August 2019) strives to match the strategies of the organizations that launch and maintain in orbit the meteorological satellite fleet worldwide. CGMS receives inputs and support from its International Precipitation Working Group (IPWG, http://ipwg.isac.cnr.it, last accessed 8 August 2019) [142] .
Observing Precipitation through Other Water Cycle Components
Precipitation-oriented missions have to be combined with existing missions observing the other components of the water cycle. We will first mention ESA's Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS, [143] ) mission, NASA's Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP, [144] ), and their follow-ons. PMW data are combined with data from scatterometers such as the Advanced SCATterometer (ASCAT) to produce global soil moisture data, such as the ESA Climate Change Initiative (CCI) soil moisture dataset [145] . Approaches have been proposed for measuring precipitation using variations of the soil moisture measured by these sensors to infer preceding rainfall amounts; the Soil Moisture to Rain (SM2RAIN, [146] ) method is based on the inversion of the hydrological water balance for estimating rainfall.
A follow-on mission is essential for the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE, [147] [148] [149] ), which measured ground water levels from space for the first time. It provided data for the investigation of the effect of soil moisture on climate [150] , and underscored the importance of considering water storage, along with water fluxes, to improve global models [151] . GRACE observations have also been found to be important for cold region assessments of precipitation products and the determination of proper gauge undercatch corrections [152, 153] . Time series are now available with the necessary quality assessments [154] ; this is especially important, as in situ data are often sparse or inaccurate (e.g., due to gauge undercatch) in cold regions.
Evapotranspiration is another key component that can be observed from space to produce global data sets such as the Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM, [155] ) that separately estimates the different components of land evaporation, i.e., transpiration, bare-soil evaporation, interception loss, open-water evaporation, and sublimation. A recent study underlines the potential importance of nocturnal water loss from the surface into the atmosphere, which has been overlooked so far because of the absence of solar radiation to drive evapotranspiration [156] . The current tendency is to combine these spaceborne datasets with data from other sources, including ground based ones; the result are global gridded datasets such as the Derived Optimal Linear Combination Evapotranspiration (DOLCE, [157] ) and the Linear Optimal Runoff Aggregate (LORA, [158] ). On a smaller/national scale, the approach is very similar, and datasets at the catchment level are being proposed, combining all data sources, including satellite-based precipitation estimates; a notable example is the Catchment Attributes and MEteorology for Large-sample Studies-Chile (CAMELS-CL) dataset [159] .
3.1.6. Future Observations of the Water Cycle as a Whole Broader-scoped missions are being planned for measuring several components of the water cycle at once and at very high spatial resolution ( Figure 6 ). The Chinese candidate mission Water Cycle Observation Mission (WCOM, [160] ) will host a three-instrument payload: (1) an L-S-C-band Fully-Polarized Interferometric synthetic aperture microwave Radiometer (FPIR), (2) a Polarized Microwave radiometric Imager (PMI), and (3) an X-Ku Dual-Frequency Polarized SCATterometer (DFPSCAT). The mission rationale is to acquire high accuracy and consistent measurements of key elements of the water cycle from space, including soil moisture, ocean salinity, freeze-thaw, and snow water equivalent, among other parameters. A satellite mission for surface water monitoring was first delineated by Alsdorf and Lettenmaier [161] and Alsdorf et al. [162] , with very stringent characteristics: (i) a spatial resolution of~100 m to resolve basin discharge; (ii) a few days' temporal resolution to capture short flood events; and (iii) a vertical resolution of a few centimeters to measure the subtle height changes which are responsible for significant discharges. The concept successively evolved into the Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT, https://swot.jpl.nasa.gov/home.htm, last accessed 8 August 2019) mission, which is planned to be launched in 2021. Broader-scoped missions are being planned for measuring several components of the water cycle at once and at very high spatial resolution ( Figure 6 ). The Chinese candidate mission Water Cycle Observation Mission (WCOM, [160] ) will host a three-instrument payload: (1) an L-S-C-band Fully-Polarized Interferometric synthetic aperture microwave Radiometer (FPIR), (2) a Polarized Microwave radiometric Imager (PMI), and (3) an X-Ku Dual-Frequency Polarized SCATterometer (DFPSCAT). The mission rationale is to acquire high accuracy and consistent measurements of key elements of the water cycle from space, including soil moisture, ocean salinity, freeze-thaw, and snow water equivalent, among other parameters. A satellite mission for surface water monitoring was first delineated by Alsdorf and Lettenmaier [161] and Alsdorf et al. [162] , with very stringent characteristics: (i) a spatial resolution of ~100 m to resolve basin discharge; (ii) a few days' temporal resolution to capture short flood events; and (iii) a vertical resolution of a few centimeters to measure the subtle height changes which are responsible for significant discharges. The concept successively evolved into the Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT, https://swot.jpl.nasa.gov/home.htm, last accessed 8 August 2019) mission, which is planned to be launched in 2021. 
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Scientific and Technological Challenges
Observational Grand Challenges
A better translation from radiometric observations from space to physical properties is a prerequisite for a complete quantification of the hydrologic cycle components and their interactions [163] . Such "translation grammar" varies considerably from case to case, depending on the frequency of observations, timeliness, latency, spatial resolution, and uncertainty, which can hardly be addressed by a single mission; rather, they require several missions and/or constellations of sensors conceived for different applications. Thus, a complete understanding of precipitation structure, its changes, and links to the other water cycle components is still burdened by relevant science challenges.
The first challenge concerns the design of the future satellite precipitation observing system as an essential component of a consistent climate observing system conceived for addressing sea level rise, droughts, floods, extreme events, food security, and freshwater availability in a changing climate. Whetherhead et al. [164] propose to give priority to the Grand Challenges of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) ( Figure 7 ): (1) melting ice and global consequences; (2) clouds, circulation and climate sensitivity; (3) carbon feedback in the climate system; (4) understanding and predicting weather and climate extremes; (5) water for the food baskets of the world; (6) regional sea-level change and coastal impacts; and (7) near-term climate prediction. Monitoring the Earth through satellite missions that are not part of an integrated global system is no longer possible, since interconnected climate processes require observations designed to contribute to a data system that enables better-quality projections of future scenarios. Precipitation is relevant to most of the seven challenges, and its global observation requires a coordinated worldwide effort. In particular, precipitation observations should help model development focused around processes that most affect storm tracks, tropical rain belts, and climate sensitivity [165] . Such an approach will help reducing model biases and uncertainties, while at the same time advancing the utility of global modeling. Answers to questions such as the future of the permafrost layers, or the dynamics of the terrestrial and ocean carbon sinks, depend on the magnitude of warming and the distribution of precipitation. Validation has become an integral part of model development due to the availability of global gridded products that support the evaluation of the next generation of climate models ( [166] ).
A study by Waliser et al. [167] on the water cycle description in the climate models of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) demonstrated good agreement in 20th century climate representations of quantities that have a relatively robust global observational basis, and that are physically unambiguous; rainfall and precipitable water are among such quantities. A poorer agreement was found for quantities that have a weak or incomplete global observation basis, such as snowfall and cloud liquid water. Awareness of the limitations of the precipitation datasets avoids jumping to wrong conclusions when assessing the various models, as argued by Tapiador et al. [96] in the case of IPCC AR5, which still acknowledged large observational uncertainties in precipitation observations for model validation. addressed by a single mission; rather, they require several missions and/or constellations of sensors conceived for different applications. Thus, a complete understanding of precipitation structure, its changes, and links to the other water cycle components is still burdened by relevant science challenges.
The first challenge concerns the design of the future satellite precipitation observing system as an essential component of a consistent climate observing system conceived for addressing sea level rise, droughts, floods, extreme events, food security, and freshwater availability in a changing climate. Whetherhead et al. [164] propose to give priority to the Grand Challenges of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) (Figure 7) : (1) melting ice and global consequences; (2) clouds, circulation and climate sensitivity; (3) carbon feedback in the climate system; (4) understanding and predicting weather and climate extremes; (5) water for the food baskets of the world; (6) regional sealevel change and coastal impacts; and (7) near-term climate prediction. Monitoring the Earth through satellite missions that are not part of an integrated global system is no longer possible, since interconnected climate processes require observations designed to contribute to a data system that enables better-quality projections of future scenarios. Precipitation is relevant to most of the seven challenges, and its global observation requires a coordinated worldwide effort. In particular, precipitation observations should help model development focused around processes that most affect storm tracks, tropical rain belts, and climate sensitivity [165] . Such an approach will help reducing model biases and uncertainties, while at the same time advancing the utility of global modeling. Answers to questions such as the future of the permafrost layers, or the dynamics of the terrestrial and ocean carbon sinks, depend on the magnitude of warming and the distribution of precipitation. Validation has become an integral part of model development due to the availability of global gridded products that support the evaluation of the next generation of climate models ( [166] ).
A study by Waliser et al. [167] on the water cycle description in the climate models of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) demonstrated good agreement in 20th century climate representations of quantities that have a relatively robust global observational basis, and that are physically unambiguous; rainfall and precipitable water are among such quantities. A poorer agreement was found for quantities that have a weak or incomplete global observation basis, such as snowfall and cloud liquid water. Awareness of the limitations of the precipitation datasets avoids jumping to wrong conclusions when assessing the various models, as argued by Tapiador et al. [96] in the case of IPCC AR5, which still acknowledged large observational uncertainties in precipitation observations for model validation. 
Observing Snow and Ice
The retrieval of precipitation from space is still not effective in estimating the solid component both from radar and radiometers [168] ; this is due to the difficulty of distinguishing between falling snow and snow/ice on the ground, and also to the sensitivity of active and passive sensors to snowfall below clouds. Note that the accuracy of ground measurements is not very high due to the 
The retrieval of precipitation from space is still not effective in estimating the solid component both from radar and radiometers [168] ; this is due to the difficulty of distinguishing between falling snow and snow/ice on the ground, and also to the sensitivity of active and passive sensors to snowfall below clouds. Note that the accuracy of ground measurements is not very high due to the technological limitations of sensors and to wind resuspension; intercomparison campaigns give some hope to improve over existing methods [169, 170] .
The first step toward the creation of global spaceborne snowfall algorithms is the determination of detection thresholds for the various active and passive sensor channel configurations as outlined by Skofronick-Jackson et al. [171] . The study showed the importance of the radar frequency (W-band against Ku-and Ka-bands) in the retrieval, the influence of cloud structure macrophysics on PMW channel detection capability, and the effects of snowflake microphysics (shape and density) on active and passive measurements. Previously, Kulie and Bennartz [172] found that near surface dry snowfall is characterized globally by extremely light reflectivity values (3-4 dBZ e ). Liu [173] used CloudSat's CPR data to show that the CPR was indeed capable of detecting snow clouds and their vertical structure.
The GPM Microwave Imager (GMI) has new capabilities for the detection of snowfall, the retrieval of snow water paths (SWPs) [174] , and the detection of near surface snowfall using the DPR [175] , and is able to provide maps of global snowfall properties [176] (see an example in Figure 8 ). A quantification of the differences between CPR and DPR products [177] recently showed that the average snowfall rate from CPR is 43% higher than that observed by DPR, thus indicating that retrieval assumptions (microphysics and snow scattering properties) are quite different between the two algorithms. This is the key point for designing future snowfall algorithms and more accurate databases of the scattering properties of non-spherical cloud ice particles [178] . The community around the International Workshop on Space-based Snowfall Measurement (IWSSM), together with the IPWG, is working on this very important subject. The Snowport portal is a very helpful discussion forum (http://snowport.meteo.uni-koeln.de, last accessed 9 August 2019). Future developments will concentrate on triple-frequency radar technology [179] [180] [181] . The first step toward the creation of global spaceborne snowfall algorithms is the determination of detection thresholds for the various active and passive sensor channel configurations as outlined by Skofronick-Jackson et al. [171] . The study showed the importance of the radar frequency (W-band against Ku-and Ka-bands) in the retrieval, the influence of cloud structure macrophysics on PMW channel detection capability, and the effects of snowflake microphysics (shape and density) on active and passive measurements. Previously, Kulie and Bennartz [172] found that near surface dry snowfall is characterized globally by extremely light reflectivity values (3-4 dBZe). Liu [173] used CloudSat's CPR data to show that the CPR was indeed capable of detecting snow clouds and their vertical structure.
The GPM Microwave Imager (GMI) has new capabilities for the detection of snowfall, the retrieval of snow water paths (SWPs) [174] , and the detection of near surface snowfall using the DPR [175] , and is able to provide maps of global snowfall properties [176] (see an example in Figure 8 ). A quantification of the differences between CPR and DPR products [177] recently showed that the average snowfall rate from CPR is 43% higher than that observed by DPR, thus indicating that retrieval assumptions (microphysics and snow scattering properties) are quite different between the two algorithms. This is the key point for designing future snowfall algorithms and more accurate databases of the scattering properties of non-spherical cloud ice particles [178] . The community around the International Workshop on Space-based Snowfall Measurement (IWSSM), together with the IPWG, is working on this very important subject. The Snowport portal is a very helpful discussion forum (http://snowport.meteo.uni-koeln.de, last accessed 9 August 2019). Future developments will concentrate on triple-frequency radar technology [179] [180] [181] . Deep neural networks (DNN) are also being adopted as a viable alternative to merge together data from passive and active sensors at high latitudes [182] . This is accompanied by significant progress being made towards using PMW bands around 183 GHz for snowfall detection in Arctic conditions [183] . A better quantification of snowfall at high latitudes [184] and on a global scale [176] Deep neural networks (DNN) are also being adopted as a viable alternative to merge together data from passive and active sensors at high latitudes [182] . This is accompanied by significant progress being made towards using PMW bands around 183 GHz for snowfall detection in Arctic conditions [183] . A better quantification of snowfall at high latitudes [184] and on a global scale [176] will also contribute to unravelling the controversy around the impact of Arctic warming on increased rainfall/snowfall [185] and, more generally, to explaining the differences in model projections between the southern and northern hemispheres and wet and dry regions [186] . It will also help examine the impact of excluding precipitating ice on atmospheric radiative fluxes and heating rates in climate models [187] and estimate the cooling flux from snow melting in the ocean [188] .
An overlooked component of the precipitation system is freezing rain. GPM has recently made it possible to observe freezing rain features mostly occurring over northern hemispheric land in winter [189] . One more marginal contribution comes from falling hail. A few attempts have been made to detect hail events from PMW radiometers [190] [191] [192] and radars [193, 194] . However, hail detection algorithms do not always perform correctly in all hailstorm situations.
Land Surface Emission
Accurate estimations of land surface emissivity (LSE) is another crucial issue for MW-based retrievals of precipitation over land and of atmospheric profiles, and for numerical weather prediction (NWP) model data assimilation. Without adequate maps of surface emissivity from observations or near-real-time LSE models, the retrievals of precipitation over land will always be affected by substantial errors, especially when using MW channels whose weighting functions peak close to the ground. Several groups have been working on this problem, and datasets are available (e.g., [195] [196] [197] ). LSE models also exist for use in NWP applications, and are useful also for precipitation retrievals; two examples are the Tool to Estimate Land-Surface Emissivities at Microwave frequencies (TELSEM) [198] and the Ringerud et al. [199] model. Model evaluations through observations are being conducted [200] [201] [202] to ensure consistency and adequate error models for precipitation retrieval applications. One more aspect is the detection of cloud contamination in PMW measurements over land, which may adversely affect the quality of brightness temperature retrievals, especially in the presence of convective clouds and/or precipitation [203] .
Precipitation over the Ocean
Precipitation retrievals over the ocean exploit more emission-based MW channels, since the emissivity of the water surface is rather homogeneous. A general qualitative agreement can be observed between the climatologies from the available products, which reproduce the major characteristics of the precipitation patterns over oceans [204] . However, quantitative disagreements occur globally, but also in terms of regional patterns, especially in regions of high precipitation; a better agreement is generally found in the northern hemisphere. There is an obvious lack of dedicated observations over the oceans to ensure a sufficient validation standard; limited observations are available on islands and on board ships. OceanRAIN [108] provided in situ, along-track, shipboard data of precipitation, evaporation, and the resulting freshwater flux at 1-min resolution over global oceans from June 2010 to April 2017 and is the first observation dataset of its kind. Studies on the frequency of precipitation occurrence over global oceans [205] are now being conducted to capture the seasonal cycle and investigate shortcomings in previous climatologies, such as the amount of trade cumulus precipitation, which appears to be higher than expected [206] . Moreover, it remains widely unknown how precipitation scales with sea surface temperature (SST), particularly at sub-daily resolution, though the oceans cover more than 70% of the Earth's surface and receive 77% of precipitation [207] . Studies on the sensitivity of oceanic precipitation to SST are thus very important [208] . Finally, salinity changes resulting from long-term alternations between surface evaporation and precipitation are evident and need to be studied in depth [209] . Recent studies explore the freshening of sea water in the first centimeter caused by rainfall using SMOS and SMAP data, finding that, in the general, case salinity is restored within a few hours, while occasionally, the freshening may persist for 24 h or more [210] .
Orographic Enhancement of Precipitation
Precipitation retrievals from space generally do not include correction for the orographic enhancement; this is a major error source. The physical mechanisms involved encompass fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, and microphysical cloud processes, as well as the larger-scale patterns of the atmospheric general circulation [211, 212] . The necessary ingredient is the moisture-laden airflow towards a mountain, but a detailed knowledge of the orographically-modified flow is crucial for predicting the intensity, location, and duration of orographic precipitation [213, 214] . The small-scale release of buoyant instability by the upslope flow has always been associated with precipitation enhancement in these cases, but Houze and Medina [215] show that cells may appear even if buoyant instability is weak or nonexistent, so that even a stable flow may form cells that will enhance precipitation over the windward slopes. From the satellite-based precipitation retrieval perspective, early attempts to cope with orographic corrections to real-time, high-resolution satellite rainfall rate distributions date back to 2002 [216] ; furthermore, diagnostic models, driven by reanalysis data, were used shortly afterwards to improve satellite rainfall estimates in data-sparse regions [217] . More recently, specific campaigns were carried out in the coastal Chilean Andes region [218, 219] and in the Southern Appalachian Mountains [220] dwelling on CloudSat and the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) instrument. These data have provided a deeper understanding of the microphysical processes leading to orographic enhancement. GPM has offered the opportunity of modeling low-level seeder-feeder interactions to address underestimations and missed detections in QPEs over complex terrains [221] . However, a specific implementation of an orographic/nonorographic rainfall classification scheme for MW radiometer data has, to date, only been implemented for the GSMaP products [222] [223] [224] . Studies have been conducted on small catchments to try to characterize the error structure, and have confirmed the difficulty of the problem, which remains open [225] [226] [227] .
Observing Extremes
An important discussion concerns the capability of satellite precipitation products to capture extremes and their climatological cycles. Despite uncertainties in total precipitation changes, observations and climate models show robust increases in extreme daily precipitation averaged over both dry and wet regimes over the past six decades; climate projections for the rest of the century point to continued intensification of daily precipitation extremes [228] and the same indicate observations [229] . The CC scaling on temperature may turn out to provide a severe underestimate of observed changes in hourly rainfall extremes, with implications for assessing the impacts of extreme rainfall [230] . It also found that human-induced climate change likely increases the chances of the observed precipitation accumulations during hurricane landfall [231] . This induces wet and dry hydrological extremes, and a quantification of their global cooccurrence is crucial for disaster preparedness [232] . A specific study by Prat and Nelson [233] on the link between tropical cyclones (TC) and daily rainfall extremes using satellite observations has concluded that TCs account for an average of 3.5% ± 1% of the total number of rainy days over land areas experiencing cyclonic activity, regardless of the basin considered. In spite of the general agreement on extremes, their relative weight and expected increase in the future due to higher available moisture content, we still do not fully understand the relationship between the mean state of precipitation and intense precipitation frequency on the most recent climate scale [234] . Studies need to investigate changes in intensity, frequency, and trends, and their links to large-scale features [235] . The advent of satellite global precipitation products extending to high latitudes and of sufficient temporal length has given rise to studies on the occurrence of extremes and their global distribution, yielding findings on model and observation weaknesses [236] . Houze et al. [237] show that extremely intense, deep, convective storms occur often during the warm season (April-September) in the high-latitude continents, where the increase of surface temperature has been greatest, indicating that high-latitude, extreme convection could be more common in a continually warming world.
No single satellite precipitation product can be considered ideal for detecting extreme events. GPM IMERG is able to analyze extreme precipitation events (EPE) to derive their duration, areal coverage, total volume, and propagation [238] . AghaKouchak et al. [239] have demonstrated that all products tend to miss a significant volume of rainfall and to worsen their performance as the choice of extreme precipitation threshold increased. Resolution and accuracy limitations still persist in estimating extreme precipitation [240] . The definition of the accuracy in representing extreme rainfall events for varying time aggregation intervals is one more problem. A study of Mazzoglio et al. [241] concluded that satellite precipitation data guarantee good results when the rainfall aggregation interval is ≥12 h; a 24-h aggregation interval ensures a probability of detection >80%. At the same time, the results depend on the adopted spatial domain and require a multiscale approach to regional trend analysis [242] . Thus, more studies need to focus on capturing the fine time/space scale of extremes from satellite. The key problem is perhaps to disentangle the scale disparity between gridded and rain-gauge precipitation products and the short length of the available satellite records. In this direction, downscaling approaches appear to be a feasible avenue [243] . Satellite precipitation estimates are now contributing to our understanding of the role of major global moisture source regions in the occurrence of extreme monthly precipitation over the continents [244] . In particular, the study of atmospheric rivers (AR, [245] [246] [247] ) as a major water vapor source will benefit from satellite observations [248] , also in view of quantifying the role of ARs in fueling extreme events.
Applications Related to the Water Cycle
In spite of the numerous limitations of satellite precipitation products, their global coverage, relatively easy access, and documented data format have encouraged their use in a number of applications related to the water cycle. The increasing time span of space-based precipitation data records has given rise to applications that would otherwise not be conceivable, contributing to discoveries related to hydrological and land processes, climate, and ocean freshwater budget, and contributing to the possible solution of societal issues [249] . The planning of new satellite missions nowadays will have to meet end-user application requirements to inform policy and enhance decision-making at the local to global scales [250, 251] . Let's now briefly address some key applications of satellite data products that show the importance of this data source for science and society.
Assimilation and Validation in NWP Models
Meteorological applications of satellite precipitation data encompass assimilation into, and validation of, NWP models, verification of hurricane track predictions, and nowcasting of severe weather. Ten years ago, precipitation observations were thought to add little benefit to global weather forecasts. Nowadays, at the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), satellite MW radiances sensitive to humidity, cloud, and precipitation provide around 20% of short-range forecast impact. This makes them one of the most important data sources, rivaling in impact with MW temperature sounding observations [252] . Satellite data assimilation is rapidly moving beyond the "clear-sky" approach that discards any observation affected by cloud, and operational forecasting centers assimilate cloud-and precipitation-affected radiances operationally [253] . Both 3D-and 4D-Var methods, together with hybrid methods, are applied to improve the initial model state with emphasis on the convective scale driven by the increasingly finer model spatial resolution [254] . As previously discussed, radiometrically-appropriate profiles of temperature, moisture, liquid cloud, and hydrometeors, as well as the surface emissivity spectrum and skin temperature, need to be derived from the inversion of the radiative transfer equation to improve on existing retrieval schemes. This is, for example, the scope of the Microwave Integrated Retrieval System (MiRS, [255] ), developed by NOAA, which bridges the gap between retrieval and assimilation.
The efforts to validate satellite precipitation products and use them as validation tools of NWP model outputs have increased notably during the past decade. A cross comparison between the performance of satellite-derived estimates of precipitation occurrence, amount, and intensity, and model outputs shows that the former are more accurate during the warm season and at lower latitudes, where rainfall is essentially convective in nature [256] . NWP models perform better during the cold season, when non-convective precipitation dominates. Note that the verification and validation of models is strictly linked to space and time scales, and is thus very different for NWP and climate models [96, 257] . While for climate-scale rainfall the requirement is that the algorithm provides a good estimate on average so that errors on shorter time and space scales are not relevant, the use of short-term precipitation estimates cannot tolerate such errors. Hydrologists, for example, need accurate estimates of the rain volume at the catchment scale, while the NWP community places more value in the correct rain location and type than to retrieving the correct amount. In this direction, an interesting and novel approach is the quantification of the uncertainties of GMI precipitation retrievals based on precipitation system properties, such as the size and intensity of the system, which helps in removing zonal and seasonal biases, thus confirming the importance of using the information on the whole precipitation systems instead of individual pixels in the precipitation retrieval [258] .
Nowcasting
The application to nowcasting and short-term regional weather forecasting is an important further application area. NASA's Short-term Prediction Research and Transition (SPoRT) Center [259] strives to provide products that enter the operational practice of the National Weather Service (NWS) in remote areas of the US. Flood, and especially flash flood monitoring and short-term forecasting is a key application which requires precipitation products at very short time intervals. The Hydro-Estimator (H-E, [260] ) from NOAA has been in use since 2002, and makes available routine estimates every 15 min thanks to the fast repetition rate of GEO IR data. Rainfall totals at 1, 6, and 24 h are produced by NOAA's Self-Calibrating Multivariate Precipitation Retrieval (SCaMPR, [261, 262] ) algorithm, combining GEO IR and LEO MW data for hydrological applications over the continental US. The algorithms of the Satellite Application Facility in Support to Operational Hydrology and Water Management (H SAF) of EUMETSAT are used in hydrological applications [263] . A separate topic is the improvement of rainfall potential and tracking of hurricanes. The ensemble Tropical Rainfall Potential (eTRaP) was developed to improve short-range forecasts of heavy rainfall in tropical cyclones [264] (https://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/etrap.html, last accessed 20 August 2019; see Figure 9 ). The assimilation of MW observations in NWP models is also improving weather prediction and the forecasting of tropical cyclone tracks and intensities [251] .
Water Management (H SAF) of EUMETSAT are used in hydrological applications [263] . A separate topic is the improvement of rainfall potential and tracking of hurricanes. The ensemble Tropical Rainfall Potential (eTRaP) was developed to improve short-range forecasts of heavy rainfall in tropical cyclones [264] (https://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/etrap.html, last accessed 20 August 2019; see Figure 9 ). The assimilation of MW observations in NWP models is also improving weather prediction and the forecasting of tropical cyclone tracks and intensities [251] . 
Analysis of Precipitation Climatological Patterns
The discussion on the water cycle closure on the regional and global scales requires knowledge of sources and sinks of atmospheric moisture, both oceanic and terrestrial. This is particularly important, since changes in the intensity and location of sources can affect the distribution of continental precipitation in a changing climate [265] . The availability of satellite precipitation products contributes to shedding light on climatological precipitation patterns in climate hot spots, such as the Amazon forest. Molina et al. [266] have found that precipitation exponentially increases with distance from the ocean along wind streamlines flowing over forests, while it exponentially decreases downwind of the forests. Drier regions of the world, such as East Africa, are frequently affected by severe droughts that are strongly linked to the seasonal cycles, intraseasonal and interannual variability, and local geography [267] . Satellite precipitation products can significantly help in understanding trends and variability of rainfall in the area [268] and their links with SST and soil moisture [269] . Moreover, they are starting to contribute significantly to devising strategies for managing the increased demand of groundwater connected with drought episodes [270, 271] , and to identifying trends in Africa's freshwater resources. [272] Changes in precipitation patterns under different future scenarios in the Hindu-Kush Karakoram Himalaya region are linked to the monsoon system. Palazzi et al. [273] have used satellite precipitation data, together with reanalyses and in situ gauge data, finding an increasing trend over the Himalaya during summer, associated with an increase in wet extremes and daily intensity and a decrease in the number of rainy days. The precipitation and moisture patterns over the Tibetan Plateau (previously identified as the "Third Pole") have so far been poorly documented due to a scarcity of in situ observations over such an enormous area. Once again, satellite data help in investigating the seasonality and variability of precipitation together with reanalyses [274] [275] [276] . The continuous development of reanalysis datasets is encouraging this synergy of analysis and observation data and their intercomparison for a better quantification of the closure terms. The reanalysis datasets most used for global and regional water cycle research are those from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP, [277] ), the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA, [278] ), NASA, [279] , and ECMWF [280] . The Twentieth Century Reanalysis (20CR, [281] ) makes available a comprehensive global atmospheric circulation dataset with quantified uncertainties for validations of climate model simulations of the twentieth century on all time-scales.
Hydrology and Water Management
Serrat-Capdevila et al. [282] have identified several issues for the applicability of satellite precipitation data that are worthy of special attention: (1) error reduction at the source; (2) the availability of rapid observation updates and data assimilation; (3) consideration of additional rainfall system information; (4) local algorithm calibration; and (5) the evaluation of uncertainty or error in the estimates. Five years since the publication of this appraisal, we can safely say that most of these issues have been addressed, although not completely.
The community is producing results that are very promising for monitoring, planning, and designing infrastructures in poorly-gauged areas. Water security is one of the most critical issues in this context, and satellite remote sensing techniques are of particular importance for emerging regions with inadequate in situ gauge observations [283] . Research attention is to be focused on precipitation frequency, especially of extreme precipitation, to appropriately manage weather-related risks and in the design of hydraulic structures [284] . Spatially-distributed hydrologic modeling for water management is feasible for the large basins under the scenario of inadequate in situ data availability; satellite precipitation datasets provide the necessary skill for water balance studies on interannual and inter-seasonal scales [285, 286] . Community models are being developed to simulate water resource availability considering human activities [287] . The utility of satellite observations through data assimilation for water resource monitoring can vary as a function of dominant hydrological processes. Opportunities for improvement are mainly related to the development of more accurate and higher spatial and temporal resolution precipitation products, and to the use of a wider range of remote sensing products in a priori model parameter estimation, model evaluation, and data assimilation [288] . The use of satellite precipitation products is prompting such approaches in poorly-gauged or ungauged regions through the use of intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves [289, 290] , which have mostly been used in small watersheds, and now need to be applied more widely. Hydrological applications also call for the availability of long-time records that are consistent across satellite platforms, and are specifically designed for hydrology. A recent example of such a dataset is the MW-based hydrological bundle climate data record (CDR), designed by NOAA [291] (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/atmospheric/hydrological-properties, last accessed 24 September 2019).
Hydrogeology
Storms with high-intensity, long-duration rainfall have a clear impact on the water cycle, and they often trigger rapidly-moving landslides, resulting in casualties and property damage. The monitoring of landslide-prone areas has normally been conducted through in situ geological mapping. However, satellite precipitation data makes it possible to conduct global-scale landslide hazard assessments. The potential of the TMPA product to advance our understanding of rainfall-triggered landslides, and also to investigate our predictive ability, was first explored by Hong et al. [292, 293] . A stochastic algorithm was then developed to conduct near real-time estimates and forecasts of landslide-prone areas by combining a calculation of landslide susceptibility (derived from slope and soil characteristics) with satellite derived rainfall estimates [294] . A global landslide catalog (GLC) quantifies the relationship between landslide occurrence and climate variations [295, 296] (see Figure 10 ). Moreover, satellite approaches are particularly effective in understanding and quantifying cascading hazard processes which are not necessarily induced by heavy rainfall only, but also from seismic activity or snow melt on vulnerable complex terrain [297] .
Rainfall contributes also to soil erosion through its kinetic energy, which determines erosivity and is, in turn, greatly dependent on rainfall intensity. Satellite rainfall data contribute to erosivity mapping, especially in data sparse areas such as the African continent [298] . [292, 293] . A stochastic algorithm was then developed to conduct near real-time estimates and forecasts of landslide-prone areas by combining a calculation of landslide susceptibility (derived from slope and soil characteristics) with satellite derived rainfall estimates [294] . A global landslide catalog (GLC) quantifies the relationship between landslide occurrence and climate variations [295, 296] (see Figure 10 ). Moreover, satellite approaches are particularly effective in understanding and quantifying cascading hazard processes which are not necessarily induced by heavy rainfall only, but also from seismic activity or snow melt on vulnerable complex terrain [297] .
Rainfall contributes also to soil erosion through its kinetic energy, which determines erosivity and is, in turn, greatly dependent on rainfall intensity. Satellite rainfall data contribute to erosivity mapping, especially in data sparse areas such as the African continent [298] . 
Food Security
Water cycle changes influence the lives of millions of people affected by droughts who face a threat to their livelihoods. These people are heavily dependent on rainfed agriculture and livestock, especially in Africa, Central America, and Southwest Asia. The US Famine Early Warning System NETwork (FEWS NET; http://fews.net, last accessed 21 August 2019) provides guidance for effective humanitarian relief efforts, drawing information from many disciplines such as remote sensing 
Water cycle changes influence the lives of millions of people affected by droughts who face a threat to their livelihoods. These people are heavily dependent on rainfed agriculture and livestock, especially in Africa, Central America, and Southwest Asia. The US Famine Early Warning System NETwork (FEWS NET; http://fews.net, last accessed 21 August 2019) provides guidance for effective humanitarian relief efforts, drawing information from many disciplines such as remote sensing (precipitation above all), climate predictions, agroclimatic monitoring, and hydrological modeling [299] . Climate services make available climate information, including precipitation data, that are often inaccessible to those who need them most. The collaboration between NASA and the US Agency for International Development has funded the SERVIR remote sensing initiative (https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/servir/index.html, last accessed 13 September 2019) to provide state-of-the-art, satellite-based Earth monitoring, imaging and mapping data, geospatial information, predictive models, and science applications to help improve environmental decision-making among developing nations in many parts of the world. The Enhancing National Climate Services (ENACTS; https://iri.columbia.edu/resources/enacts/, last accessed 21 August 2019) project of the International Research Institute for Climate and Society (IRI) [300] is an initiative to improve the availability, access, and use of climate information in Africa for the characterization of climate risks and to help with decision making. The recently-developed NASA Hydrological Forecasting and Analysis System (NHyFAS) has been applied to Southern Africa to support food insecurity early warning in the region [301] . In Europe, the Joint Programming Initiative (JPI) Water of the European Union deals with research to ensure the availability of water in sufficient quantities and of adequate quality as a pan-European and global environmental challenge (http://www.waterjpi.eu, last accessed 13 September 2019). The European Commission (EC) has launched numerous climate service projects under the umbrella of Copernicus (https://www.copernicus.eu/en, last accessed 20 August 2019), i.e., divided in atmosphere, marine, land, climate change, security, and emergency. The European Drought Observatory (EDO) [302] (Figure 11) is an example of such Copernicus initiatives (https://edo.jrc.ec.europa.eu/edov2/php/index.php?id=1000, last accessed 24 September 2019). accessed 13 September 2019). The European Commission (EC) has launched numerous climate service projects under the umbrella of Copernicus (https://www.copernicus.eu/en, last accessed 20 August 2019), i.e., divided in atmosphere, marine, land, climate change, security, and emergency. The European Drought Observatory (EDO) [302] (Figure 11) is an example of such Copernicus initiatives (https://edo.jrc.ec.europa.eu/edov2/php/index.php?id=1000, last accessed 24 September 2019). 
Public Health
Among societal needs, public health is of paramount importance. The GPM Disease Initiative (https://pmm.nasa.gov/disease-initiative, last accessed 11 September 2019) and its related vectorborne and water-related disease application campaign are an example of such new social projects. Vector-borne diseases (e.g., cholera, malaria, dengue fever, etc.), which are responsible for over 17% of all infectious diseases globally, strongly depend on the environmental conditions, water presence, 
Among societal needs, public health is of paramount importance. The GPM Disease Initiative (https://pmm.nasa.gov/disease-initiative, last accessed 11 September 2019) and its related vector-borne and water-related disease application campaign are an example of such new social projects. Vector-borne diseases (e.g., cholera, malaria, dengue fever, etc.), which are responsible for over 17% of all infectious diseases globally, strongly depend on the environmental conditions, water presence, and sanitation, all factors, which are often disrupted during extreme events [250, 303] . Moreover, the spread and incidence of this type of disease can be affected by climate patterns, as shown by Moore et al. [304] for cholera in Africa. More generally, public concerns about the health effects of climate change have the potential to accelerate research and political action in a much more effective way than simple attention to carbon dioxide emissions alone [305, 306] .
Outlook
Research on the terrestrial water cycle is in a very early stage, and no firm conclusions can be drawn on the closure of the cycle at regional or global levels. Climate models all agree on the DDWW paradigm characterizing the future of the Earth's climate. Storms (individual thunderstorms, extratropical rain or snow storms, or tropical cyclones) supplied with increased moisture produce more intense precipitation events. Moreover, warming induces more precipitation as rain instead of snow; snow, in turn, melts earlier, with increased runoff and risk of flooding in early spring and increased risk of drought in summer, especially over continental areas [307] . This suggests that climate change must already be considered in flood risk management [308] . Recent modeling results argue that concurrent soil drought and atmospheric aridity are greatly exacerbated by land-atmosphere feedback and soil moisture-precipitation feedback, amplifying precipitation and soil moisture deficits in most regions as derived from the Global Land-Atmosphere Climate Experiment (GLACE) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) [309] [310] [311] [312] .
All these results rely upon the support of a global observing system that continuously monitors the atmosphere, the continents, and the oceans with a unified perspective, improving over existing Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2301 23 of 41 networks that were not originally designed for climate monitoring [61, 62, 66] . Satellite precipitation measurements have a key role in this scientific framework, and advances in the observing constellation are on their way as:
• the better quantification of high-latitude precipitation including snowfall; • the improved accuracy in precipitation detection and intensity retrievals; • the definition of error models for each satellite product; • the creation of multi-satellite and multi-source global precipitation products.
At the same time, precipitation CDRs data need maintenance and a continuous launch of sensors that replace the old ones as they are decommissioned. This is crucial for climate observations which are based on long-time datasets. Smallsats may help with their low-cost strategy and light-weight payloads. The satellite precipitation community is at work to design the next generation of spacecrafts and sensors for clouds and precipitation monitoring [99] . Research efforts are devoted to solving the issues with retrieval algorithms that are discussed in Section 3.2.
However, this strategy is not sufficient, as satellite-derived products need to be compared and integrated with ground-based products and model outputs to produce global comprehensive analyses for assimilation and model verification. Hydrological model ensembles will, more and more, represent a tool for global water resource evaluations [313] and for the quantification of uncertainties [314] and their propagation [315] in the analysis of climate change impact on water resources. The assimilation of satellite precipitation estimates in the models can significantly improve the quality of the single model [72] , and thus, increase the value of ensembles. In fact, a good performance of hydrological models in the historical period increases confidence in projected impacts under climate change and decreases the uncertainty of projections related to the hydrological models themselves [316] . Note that studies are necessary on the performance of satellite precipitation products when used as main forcing in a grid-based distributed hydrological model to assess streamflow in medium to large-scale river basins [317] . Satellite data are important, especially for land-surface model development regarding soil moisture, total terrestrial water storage, evapotranspiration, streamflow, and land surface temperature, among other variables [55, 318] . An additional application concerns the investigation of surface sensible heat fluxes behind the mega-heatwaves that are projected to aggravate with the increase of subtropical droughts [319] ; in this direction, satellite precipitation will ideally be used together with CDRs, like the recently-published Climate Hazards Center Infrared Temperature with Stations (CHIRTS) [320] , and also with downscaled climate datasets that become available through open access [321] .
In summary, satellite remote sensing of precipitation has the potential to considerably advance our understanding of the water cycle, and research has to be focused on answering the basic questions of the water cycle under climate change conditions, i.e., water vapor residence time in the atmosphere and recycling over the continents, precipitation more concentrated in extreme events, the increase of drought episodes in tropical and sub-tropical areas, and changes in the frequency and intensity of tropical cyclones [36] . The use of satellite data does not mean that ground-based data cease to be fundamental. However, recent surveys of available datasets show that the existence of no single satisfactory approach to the adjustment of gauge bias [322] , poor spatial coverage, temporal inhomogeneity, and inadequate sharing of in situ observations are the key obstacles to obtaining more accurate estimates of terrestrial mean precipitation [323] .
Keen attention must be paid to areas that are more affected by water scarcity, such as the African continent [324, 325] , where water shortages may concern 37% of the 2025 population (~600 million people) and 57% in 2050 (~1.4 billion people), under the hypothesis of a decrease in water resources by 10%. Concerning water management, Biswas and Tortajada [326] point out unambiguously that "countries will have to manage their water significantly better, because they will have no other choice". Notably, data-scarce regions will need to rely on satellite data to help addressing such serious concerns.
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